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Thousands in DC for student march
By: Christal Hayes

____________________________________________

By: Carlyle Harry

Thousands turn out at DC student protest

Students protest school shootings

Saint Patrick

St. Patrick’s Day is celebrated annu-

ally on March 17 in observance of the

death of St. Patrick in the fifth century.

St. Patrick was the patron Saint of Ire-

land. What began as a religious feast day

in the 17th century has evolved into a va-

riety of festivals across the globe celebrat-

ing Irish culture with parades, special

foods, music, dancing, and lots of green.

The Irish has observed this day as a

religious holiday for over 1,000 years. On

St. Patrick’s Day, which falls during the

Christian season of Lent, Irish families

would traditionally attend church in the

morning and celebrate in the afternoon.

Lenten prohibitions against the consump-

tion of meat were waived and people

would dance, drink and feast–on the tra-

ditional meal of Irish bacon and cabbage.

Who Was St. Patrick?—St. Patrick

converted the Irish to Christianity, but

there’s more to know about Ireland’s pa-

tron saint - the fact that he wasn’t Irish.

Shamrocks are associated with St.

Patrick’s Day, because the real history of

this little green plant is steeped in religion,

heritage, and Irish national pride.

The principal foods that are utilized on

St. Patrick’s Day are Corned Beef and

Cabbage.   Saint Patrick, who lived dur-

ing the fifth century, is the patron saint and

n a t i o n a l

apostle of

Ireland. Born

in Roman

Britain, he was

k i d n a p p e d

and sent to

Ireland as a

slave- age 16.

He later

escaped, returned to Ireland and was

credited with bringing Christianity to its

people. In the centuries following

Patrick’s death (believed to have been on

March 17, 461), the mythology surround-

ing his life became ever more ingrained in

the Irish culture: Perhaps the most well

known legend is that he explained the

Holy Trinity (Father, Son and Holy Spirit)

using the three leaves of a native Irish clo-

ver, the shamrock.

Since around the ninth or 10th cen-

tury, people in Ireland have been observ-

ing the Roman Catholic feast day of St.

Patrick on March 17. Interestingly, how-

ever, the first parade held to honor St.

Patrick’s Day took place not in Ireland

but in the United States of America. On

March 17, 1762, Irish soldiers serving in

the English military marched through New

York City, along with their music, the pa-

rade helped the soldiers reconnect with

their Irish roots, as well as with fellow

Irishmen serving in   See page.............2

They walked out of classes. They are

rallying in streets across the nation for

March for Our Lives. They have gained

the attention of

millions globally.

Now what?

The student-

led movement

forged in

Parkland, Fla.

after the high

school shooting

that took 17

lives is remarkable,

organized and fierce — but not completely

rare. Endless lists of groups have pro-

tested, marched, rallied, cried and

pleaded for changes, whether it’s been for

gun laws, immigration, women’s repro-

ductive rights or climate change.

Now the question is whether these

young people who dub themselves “the

mass shooting generation” will fade into

the background of the debate over gun-

control or be the leading charge in chang-

ing the country’s policies. 

It won’t be easy to blaze the trail. Ex-

perts and leaders of

past movements say

it’s going to be a

battle to translate the

# N e v e r A g a i n

movement into sig-

nificant reforms. A

lot will revolve

around local efforts,

keeping pressure on

                    lawmakers and hav-

ing a clear message moving forward.

Jaclyn Corin, one of the core mem-

bers of the group, knows it’ll be difficult.

But she vows that they aren’t “backing

down.” She said their successes thus far

have been astonishing and

they’re committed to finishing what they

started.

“Our target is the November elections

and we know we definitely have to keep

pushing forward to then,” she said. “This

whole thing has taken off into a much big-

ger thing. We are starting a non-profit and

want to continue to advocate for gun-con-

trol, reforms and voter education.”

Focusing on elections and being “re-

lentless” was part of what made previous

gun-control measures happen, said Rich-

ard Aborn, former president of the Brady

Center, which advocates gun control.

In the 1990s, Aborn worked to suc-

cessfully advocate for the federal assault

weapons ban and the Brady bill, which

created a waiting period for some gun

purchases and the establishment of a fed-

eral background checks system.

He said back then,  See page..........11

ST.  PATRICK’S DAY PARADE
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(Continued from cover page)   the English army.

Over the next 35 years, Irish patriotism among American

immigrants flourished, prompting the rise of so-called “Irish Aid”

societies like the Friendly Sons of Saint Patrick and the Hiber-

nian Society. Each group would hold annual parades featuring

bagpipes (which actually first became popular in the Scottish

and British armies) and drums.

In 1848, several New York Irish Aid societies decided to

unite their parades to form one official New York City St.

Patrick’s Day Parade. Today, that parade is the world‘s oldest

civilian parade and the largest in the United States, with over

150,000 participants.

Each year, nearly 3 million people line the 1.5-mile parade

route to watch the procession, which takes more than five hours.

Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia and Georgia also celebrate the

day with parades involving between 10,000 and 20,000 par-

ticipants each.

St.  Patrick’s Day Parade

THE IRISH IN AMERICAAMERICA

By: Freddie Kissooon

Only idiots do not know things come
back to haunt you

There are persons and organizations in this country I can-

not respect. In fact, I am contemptuous of them. One such en-

tity is the Private Sector Commission of recent times. By recent

times, I mean during the heydays of the reign of Jagdeo and

Ramotar.

Most of the business people who were still in operation

when Cheddi Jagan came to power, had to know that oppres-

sive governments’ net is viciously wide. No independent voice

escapes the tentacles of repressive governments.

Business people welcomed the defeat of the PNC even though

Hoyte opened up the economy. People wanted change. People

felt the PNC ruled too long and it was time for a change despite

the transformative credentials of Hoyte.

When Cheddi Jagan died and his wife gave up the presi-

dency, Jagdeo showed his true colours. But the Private Sector

Commission (PSC), the Guyana Manufacturers’ Association

(GMA) and the Georgetown and Berbice Chambers of Com-

merce not only did they cozy up to Jagdeo, these people were

behaving as if the business entities were political organizations;

they embraced the crazy power output of Jagdeo. They did not

learn the lessons of power under Forbes Burnham.

Jagdeo was so assured of the support of his boys in these

business organizations that at a dinner of the GMA, he urged

the attendees to boycott the Kaieteur News. Such attempts at

muzzling the media, those very investors experienced under the

PNC’s rule. All kinds of moneyed people supported the Catholic

Standard in the days when the press was under duress and only

the state-owned media existed. Once a ruler opens his/her mouth

and attacks the press, you know it is a sign of things to come.

Jagdeo knew he had the support of these business entities

so he did another egregious thing – he insulted a living icon who

is regarded along with Peter d’Aguiar as the two best investors

Guyana produced. The occasion was the launching of the

Guyana Times. Yesu Persaud was openly abused by being called

ignorant over a fact that President Jagdeo was ashamed to ad-

mit. Jagdeo had violated the Fiscal Amendment Act and had

given his friend Bobby Ramroop concessions that were outside

the law.

There were no condemnatory statement against the boy-

cott call and the tirade against Persaud by the then President.

These umbrella groups of Guyanese entrepreneurs were the

happy colleagues of the ruling party. They did not learn anything

from the haunting, hunting days of President Burnham. Under

Jagdeo and Ramotar, the PSC representatives on state bodies

behaved as if they were government representatives.

The PSC point man on the Ethnic Relations Commission

was a shameless endorser of all the actions of Bishop Edghill.

Mr. Ramesh Dookoo was the PSC’s person in the Council of

the University and he never hid his loyalty to the PPP boys and

girls on the board. These people did not care about the lessons

of the past and how the past comes back to destroy you.

For those who embraced the theory of PPP’s invincibility

the unthinkable occurred in May 2015. The PPP lost state

power. Guyana was to be administered by another political en-

tity of which the PNC organization was the majority partner in

office. So elements within the PNC began to give the PPP a

dose of its own medicine and the PSC was besmirched by the

medicine the PPP coughed up.

Under the 1996 amendment to the University of Guyana

Act, the University Council consisted of stakeholders’ repre-

sentatives but the stakeholders did not    See page ................12

Up until the mid-19th century, most Irish immigrants in

America were members of the Protestant middle class. When

the Great Potato Famine hit Ireland in 1845, close to 1 million

poor and uneducated Irish Catholics began pouring into America

to escape starvation.

Despised for their alien religious beliefs and unfamiliar ac-

cents by the American Protestant majority, the immigrants had

trouble finding even menial jobs. When Irish Americans in the

country’s cities took to the streets on St. Patrick’s Day to cel-

ebrate their heritage, newspapers portrayed them in cartoons

as “drunk, violent monkeys.”

The American Irish soon began to realize, however, that

their large and growing numbers endowed them with a political

power that had yet to be exploited. They started to organize,

and their voting bloc known as the “green machine,” became an

important swing vote for political hopefuls.

Suddenly, annual St. Patrick’s Day parades became a show

of strength for Irish Americans, as well as a must-attend event

for a slew of political candidates. In 1948, President Harry S.

Truman attended New York City‘s St. Patrick’s Day parade, a

proud moment for the many Irish Americans whose ancestors

had to fight stereotypes and racial prejudice to find acceptance

in the New World.   

Today, people of all backgrounds celebrate St. Patrick’s

Day, especially throughout the United States, Canada and Aus-

tralia. Although North America is home to the largest Irish popu-

lation, St. Patrick’s Day is celebrated in many other locations

far from Ireland, including Japan, Singapore and Russia.

In modern-day Ireland, St. Patrick’s Day has traditionally

been a religious occasion. In fact, up until the 1970s, Irish laws

mandated that pubs be closed on March 17. Beginning in 1995,

however, the Irish government began a national campaign to

use interest in St. Patrick’s Day to drive tourism and showcase

Ireland and Irish culture to the rest of the world. Today, ap-

proximately 1 million people annually take part in Ireland ‘s St.

Patrick’s Festival in Dublin, a multi-day celebration featuring

parades, concerts, outdoor theater productions and fireworks’

shows.

St. Patrick’s Day Celebrations Around The World

Two African rights icons are ousted by a
government run by a party that gets its

embrace from African Guyanese.
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The Constitution
of Guyana makes
provision for the

President to deter-
mine the authority,
functions and pow-
ers of Ministers of
the government.

CSJADCSJADCSJADCSJADCSJAD calls for a
National Commission

to investigate

Racial UnityRacial UnityRacial UnityRacial UnityRacial Unity

The resources of
Guyana are better
spent on the eco-
nomic and social

progress of citizens.

Since independence, Guyana has been

drained of its population. Into the causes

of this exodus we will not go, but from

that time to now more Guyanese have left

Guyana than those of us who are resident

here. Though the Guyana diaspora could

be found in the West Indian islands,

Suriname and other Third World coun-

tries, the bulk of Guyanese immigrants

found their way to the United States and

Canada.

Everywhere they have gone, the

Guyanese have proven themselves, as a

group, model citizens. They are hard-

working and a comparatively large pro-

portion of them have secured higher edu-

cation. Their children have equally been

creative and successful citizens and have

integrated into their host societies.

Guyana is now on the threshold of

becoming among the wealthiest countries

in the Caribbean with its evolution into an

oil producer and exporter. Foreign com-

panies are now beginning to come into the

country and West Indians are beginning

to settle here. The economy of the coun-

try would be expanding at a fairly rapid

rate and there are opportunities for many

new companies, both in the production

and service fields.

The diaspora could be a rich source

of talent for the oil business, in manufac-

turing and in a plethora of services. The

in-gathering of our compatriots and their

families could be as historic an event as

the State of Israel’s vision of the in-gath-

ering of the Jewish people. If we are able

to attract a fair percentage of the diaspora

to settle in Guyana, it would be a historic

duty and achievement of the present gen-

eration of Guyanese.

It would have various spinoffs such as

the repairing of the torn fabric of Guyanese

culture, which was badly damaged by the

massive emigration. It would be strength-

ening the Guyana element and ethos of

the population, so as to be able to absorb

the inevitable inflow of immigrants from

various countries. France and the United

States in the 19th century were able to

achieve this ideal — maintaining the ethos

and culture of the country, while at the

same time receiving large numbers of im-

migrants.

Attracting the diaspora back to Guyana

should not be left to chance. Certain posi-

tive steps have to be taken. In the first

place, the Citizenship Laws need to be

revised as so many countries with large

The diaspora and new national prosperity

Diasporas have done. For instance,

Guyana should review its laws to allow

children and grandchildren of Guyanese-

born citizens to register as Guyanese na-

tionals enjoying all the privileges of

Guyanese nationals. Such would include

taking advantage of the lending institutions

such as Go-Invest. Go-Invest and the

business institutions and even the banks

should be selling Guyana’s new opportu-

nities to the diaspora.

Many Guyanese abroad may have

sunk such deep roots in the countries

where they have settled and even more

so their children and grandchildren, that

even though they may wish to return and

take advantage of Guyana’s new eco-

nomic prosperity, they would find it diffi-

cult to do so, since Guyana would in ef-

fect be a foreign country.

It is therefore necessary that the state

authorities set up institutions both in the

diaspora and in Guyana, where the pro-

cess of adjusting to Guyanese life would

be taught. In time, there could be schools

where Guyanese children who would be

returning to Guyana would be able to

study for the local Caribbean examina-

tions, much as the American school pre-

pares children for the American exami-

nations. Initially, however, compatriots

who are returning may wish to have the

best of both worlds by keeping one leg in

their country of settlement and one in

Guyana. There are two other urgent is-

sues which must be addressed to further

attract Guyanese settled abroad to return.

The first is that crime has to be

minimised and with stringent effort this

could be achieved. In this effort, the reli-

gious bodies — Hindu, Muslim and

Christian, the Ministry of Education

through the school system, the courts and

the media in addition to the police will each

have their roles to play.

The second issue is, there must be

available health care of the highest qual-

ity. The general health services must be

fully modernised. For example, the am-

bulances should be properly equipped

with properly trained medexes and have

oxygen and other first aid facilities and be

able to answer calls with greater promp-

titude.

Indians are watching
the hypocrisy of

African Guyanese –
                          Freddie Kissoon
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Stop playing politics with oil

Charles Ramson Jr., an Attorney at law and one of the few

Guyanese with a Masters Degree in Oil and Gas, wants the

government to realize that it cannot play politics with the nation’s

patrimony. Ramson said that Government’s selective release of

the CGX contract is an attempt to play political mitigation and

is nothing but a “red herring seeking to deflect from a bad or

suckered renegotiated deal with ExxonMobil.”

“If the government released the contract with CGX in an

attempt to say that ‘our terms are not much different from the

previous contracts so do not beat us up’ then this is yet another

example of the march of folly,” said Ramson.

The true test of whether the government is protecting

Guyana’s interest and patrimony is the fiscal terms contained in

the contract/licence signed in 2016 with the oil companies Eco

and Tullow for the Orinduik Block since that would have been

signed after Guyana knew of the proven petroleum system with

commercial quantities of oil of high quality.

“Let the Government release that contract! Don’t play

politics with Guyana’s oil,” said Ramson

Eco’s website reports that in “January 2016, Eco Atlantic

signed a Petroleum Agreement and is party to an Offshore Pe-

troleum Licence with the Government of Guyana and Tullow

Oil for the Orinduik Block offshore Guyana. The 1800 km²

Orinduik block is situated in shallow water, 170 km offshore

Guyana in the Suriname Guyana basin, and is located 6.5 km

from the recent Exxon Mobil Liza discoveries.”

Ramson said that all of the contracts/licences prior to the

discovery of commercial quantities of oil are only tangentially

relevant – “The contract with ExxonMobil was re-negotiated in

2016 so at that point we had a fairly good appraisal of what we

had and the government should have secured a better deal. Even

if you attempt to say that was our first contract, what did you

get for Guyana with the contract/licence with Eco and Tullow

for the Orinduik block in 2016 which is adjacent to the Stabroek

block where the world class discovery was made and likely to

have fairly similar geology?

“Don’t selectively release to try to beg for mercy. Release

all the contracts and stop playing political cloak and dagger

with Guyanese resources. It belongs to the people and not the

government so release all the contracts now,” said Ramson.
__________________________

It is public knowledge that my contract with the state-

owned Guyana National Newspaper Limited (GNNL) for the

column “Eye on Guyana with Lincoln Lewis” was terminated.

This did not come as a surprise to me for recent developments

suggested that the powers that be were not comfortable with

my points of view, particularly those that sought to hold them

accountable as a caring representative, inclusionary government

that is just and fair.

Let me state upfront as a trade unionist I understand it is

the right of any employer to terminate a contract. What bothers

me most is not the mere termination of the contract which is

within their right to so do, it is the insidious nature of the act that

suggests that Guyana is not moving forward. This termination is

interpreted by me an act of suppression in the state-owned

newspaper, which is responsible to the people of Guyana, but

continues to see government moving to manage and control.

It is time for change where every citizen and group, re-

gardless of political affiliation, be given un-biased access and

coverage in the people’s organ. A strong and astute govern-

ment functioning democratically should have the ability to counter

views and create an environment of public education and gain

support for their programmes, which will only happen if people

see these as progressive and beneficial to them. In reality, this

government’s weakness is its inability to avoid public conster-

nation on basic matters and requirements that speak to good

governance. In fact, many in this government are thin-skinned

and petty.

In this information/communication era the government

should be mindful that they cannot stop the people’s desire for

transparency, inclusion and accountability which international

expectations and relations are built on. It is backward and

counter-productive to want to do otherwise.

Society expects successive government to do better than

its predecessor because it is based on discontent with the pre-

decessor that the incumbent would have gained power. State

media, fundamental rights and freedoms suppression are some

of the things the people expressed their discontent with prior to

May 2015. These must not now continue under this administra-

tion and they must know they will not have our silence or sup-

port. Many supporters and well-wishers are being done an in-

justice and rightfully feel dissatisfied.

For two years I have written the Sunday column “Eye on

Guyana with Lincoln Lewis.” In my lifetime as a trade unionist I

have discharged of my duties without fear or favour through

successive governments and oppositions. I have held all and

sundry accountable. I will not stop now. The termination of this

column will not still my interest or activism- it will not still my

voice, for as long as they are politicians, leaders or anyone whose

action threatens society’s well-being that is conducive to labour’s

survival. They shall hear from me. My eye remains focused on

Guyana.

This opportunity is taken to thank the many who have sup-

ported my column throughout the years and those who offered

valued advice, including those who are expressing concern for

the implications to society and development.

It would be naïve to think that the Editor-in-Chief Nigel Will-

iams unilaterally disposed of myself and David Hinds as colum-

nists in the state newspaper. Hopefully he will not be made the

fall guy for adhering to what is evidently political interference.

Lincoln Lewis

_______________________

No matter how nice you nice, dem gat people does look

to embarrass you. When dem done, dem does tun round and

laugh at yuh.

A man walk in a crowded library and he see a gyal alone

sitting at a table. Because de table had space he went and whis-

per to her.

“Excuse Miss, Do you mind if I share your table?”

De gyal raise she head and very loudly, seh.” NO. I DON’T

WANT TO SPEND DE NIGHT WID YOU.’

De whole library tun round and watch de man who was

deeply embarrassed. He wish de floor coulda open and he fall

through.

Without answering her, he quietly walk to another table

and sit down. After couple minutes de gyal walk quietly to his

table and silently said, wid a smile to him, “I study psychology

and I know wha a man is thinking. I bet you felt embarrassed,

right?

Right away de guy responded in a loud voice, “$10,000

FUH 10 MINUTES? I ain’t paying you that much!”

All de people in de library looked at de gyal in shock. De guy

tun and whisper back to she. “I study law and I am learning

how to screw people.”          See page.....................6

Politicians should grow some bawls

By: Dem Boys Seh
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The OECD: a  robust response required
By: Sir Ronald Sanders

Small states, including those in the Caribbean, are justifi-

ably troubled by the continuous efforts by the member-states of

the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development

(OECD) to cripple every initiative they take in the financial ser-

vices sector.

Indeed, it is true to say that the OECD has become as

intimidating and odious an acronym as the IMF was in the 1970’s

and 1980’s.

Under the guise of stopping financing of terrorism and

money laundering, the OECD has extended its reach into sov-

ereign states that strangles their rights and stifles their efforts in

almost every area of finance and banking.

Picking-off these small states, one after the other, the

OECD has effectively imposed its will on all of them, so much

so that when governments acquiesce to the demands of the

OECD or the Commission of the European Union (whose mem-

bers constitute most of the membership of the OECD), their

representatives claim it as a victory.

More than one Caribbean government has trumpeted their

signing-up to the OECD or EU Commission demands as some

sort of virtue while, indeed, they agree to remove all incentives

from international business corporations, causing them to shut

down, and, thus, depriving their countries of desperately needed

revenues.

There has been – and sadly remains – a lack of solidarity

among all the affected countries. So, there is no effort to pool

their intellectual knowledge and experience to create a solid

negotiating position which they could jointly adopt with the

OECD. Even in the OECD Global Forum, which is dominated

by the OECD countries with the nominal participation of small

states, there is no effort by the small jurisdictions to develop a

single position and to adopt a joint negotiating strategy.

Now, the OECD is going after “residency” programmes

and “Citizenship by Investment Programmes (CIPs)” in the Car-

ibbean and elsewhere.

This new assault will affect half the member-states of the

Caribbean Community (CARICOM). Antigua and Barbuda,

Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts and Nevis, and St. Lucia operate

CIPs, and The Bahamas and Barbados have residency-by-in-

vestment (RBI) programs.

On February 19, the OECD issued a “consultation docu-

ment” on preventing the abuse of residence by investment

schemes to circumvent reporting on the financial assets of their

nationals.

Despite the fact that thousands of people subscribe to these

programmes for legitimate reasons, the OECD argument is that

the programmes could create opportunities for tax evaders.

The OECD is now soliciting public information to get evi-

dence on the misuse of the CBI/RBI schemes and on effective

ways for preventing such abuse. They will get organized testi-

mony from organizations that are dedicated to high taxation.

The stage is already set for a conclusion that the CBI/RBI

programmes are porous for tax evasion and other forms of fi-

nancial crime, and, therefore, the OECD should require juris-

dictions to discontinue them or face “counter measures”. The

paper can be read in full at https://www.oecd.org/tax/ex-

change-of-tax-information/consultation-document-prevent-

ing-abuse-of-residence-by-investment-schemes.pdf

it is written in OECD-speak; usually, the terms mean the oppo-

site of common usage. In effect, it argues that RBI/CBI

programmes are high risk where, among other things, the fol-

lowing applies: the scheme imposes no or limited requirements

to be physically present in the jurisdiction or no checks are done

as to the physical presence in the jurisdiction; the scheme is

offered by either: low/no tax jurisdictions, jurisdictions exempt-

ing foreign source income; jurisdictions with a special tax re-

gime for foreign individuals that have obtained residence through

such schemes;

The OECD is presently collecting a list of high risk schemes

as it regards them. At the end of the exercise, Caribbean juris-

dictions are bound to be included in the list.

So, what is to be done? It should be recalled that the majority

of CARICOM countries (and certainly those that have CBI/

RBI programmes) have tax information exchange agreements

with many if not all OECD countries; they also have mutual

legal assistance treaties and many of them subscribe to the

OECD’s common reporting standards (CRS) which obliges them

to report on the financial assets of foreigners.

The OECD now believes that, notwithstanding all these

arrangements, the CBI/RBI programmes can be used to evade

paying tax due to its member-states.

Caribbean jurisdictions, which would also include Cay-

man Islands, should seek to engage jointly countries such as

Portugal, Italy, Malta, the United Kingdom, Cyprus and Malta

(all of which are EU countries) that also operate CBI/RBI

programmes to try to forge common cause in bargaining with

the OECD (of which the UK is also a member).

The Caribbean countries should also prepare a joint and

robust response to the OECD and engage the organization at

the highest possible political and technical level.

That response should include all the safeguards that could

reasonably be expected, including thorough and vigorous vetting

of all persons who are approved for the CBI/RBI programmes;

mechanisms for ensuring that such persons are not evading taxes

due in OECD countries; resisting the wrongful notion that tax

avoidance is a crime commensurate with tax evasion; and in-

sisting that OECD countries that have not signed-up to the CRS,

to do so as a pre-condition for any further Caribbean action.

If there is not such a robust, joint response that halts the

OECD juggernaut, the Caribbean’s CBI/RBI programmes will

be wiped-out within the next three years, sinking yet another

initiative by small countries to survive economically.

And, if it is that these programmes cause such alarm among

the OECD countries, they should put on the table tangible and

meaningful machinery by which they will help small jurisdictions

to overcome the loss of revenues, jobs and economic growth

that will result from the crushing of their CBI/RBI programmes.

____________________

The time is long overdue for an open debate and advo-

cacy once again for national consensus and national unity by the

main political parties whose actions and postures impact the

lives of all in this country.

It is time to look forward, to put aside continuing cam-

paign for political points, and transcend the blame game.

Let us be frank and admit that in reality, we live in a fractured,

divided, wounded and bleeding country related to the politics

of race and ethnicity in the contest for political power and domi-

nance by the PPP and PNC for over sixty years.

How long must this nation wait for the political conflicts

and contests between these two dominant political forces end

for the national good? Do we need a Truth and Reconciliation

Commission (like South Africa) to bring healing to this nation?

It is imperative that something be done now for National Unity.

Good faith dialogue in the national interest
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    FACING THE FACTS     carlyle
 harry

CSJAD fundraising campaign fiscal year 2018: Target US$5,000- Please give generously

Support for the School-teens

CSJAD Membership  is open to
Guyanese and their offspring.

On Saturday, March 24th surviving students from

the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High school in Florida, and their

colleagues from other American primary and secondary schools/

colleges will be descending on the Nation’s Capital-Washing-

ton D.C. in order to continue their campaigns and rallies for

stricter gun-control measures.

I agree with journalist-Errol Louis that we should all be

cheering on the teen agers of South Florida who have gone

from mourning to movement and have galvanized the Nation

along the way...”They will need all the help that they can get”.

What is so remarkable, is the courage being shown by the

surviving students of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High school,

especially their boldness to call out the influential NRA.

The students are calling out the gun lobby, and speaking

truth with a plainness and passion lacking among some elected

Officials and biased adults.

High School Junior Emma Gonzalez described the present

political class as “politicians who sit in their gilded seats funded

by the NRA, telling us that nothing could have been done to

prevent this and other shootings- we call it B.S...They say

tougher gun laws do not decrease gun violence- we call it

B.S....They say a good guy with a gun stops a bad guy with a

gun, we call it B.S.”

The agitations of the Florida students have already inspired

student walk outs at schools throughout the country, and there

is going to be a crescendo- with the multi-million march on

Washington DC .** Mr. Louis concluded “today’s young people

are forced to grow up in the shadow of endless lockdowns,

active shooter-drills, and code red alerts.”

Marjory Stoneman Douglas High school student Brian

Rodgers pledged “This is not going to be like previous times,

we are not going to forget, gun-control Legislation will have to

be passed”.

The students have been receiving widespread support and

encouragement for their, I hereby present a sample of the

support(s).

•   A coalition of gun-control advocates and New York

State Lawmakers in New York are urging their State’s Legisla-

ture to quickly pass Legislation that would make it easier to

keep firearms away from dangerous individuals.

In particular, they want Legislation that would give Judges

the power to issue “extreme risk protection Orders”

•   Democratic Senate Leader-Chuck Schumer is asking

President Trump not to slash $425 million for school safety and

mental health programs.

The slash was proposed just two days before the (Febru-

ary 14) Florida school shooting;

•   The availability of additional grief Counselors to share

therapy with surviving students;

•   New Jersey’s Senator Bob Menendez in supporting the

students’ efforts, asked” How high must the body count climb

before Congress puts the safety of our families ahead of the gun

industry”;

•   The campaign committee for eight New York State

Senate Democrats have returned a donation that they received

last year August from the National Shooting Sports Founda-

tion;

•   Dick’s Sporting Goods and Walmart are among over

three scores of retailers that are on their own putting limits on

the sale of guns, rifles and ammunition.

Dick’s is also calling on Congress to enact “common sense”

gun laws including Universal background checks, closing the

“gun-show loophole”, and the creation of a universal do-not-

sell database.

Thomas King- President of the New York State Rifle As-

sociation, and an executive member of the National Rifle Asso-

ciation, shrugged off the refunds, and downplayed the role of

firearms in the recent mass shootings.

•   On Friday, March ninth, Florida’s Governor-Rick Scott

ignored objections from the National Rifle Association, and

signed Bills raising the minimum age to buy rifles from 18 to 21;

the Bills created a three day waiting period for all gun purchases;

and they banned bump stocks which turn semi-automatic weap-

ons into fully automatic weapons.

In summary, it appears that the students’ NEVER AGAIN

Movement is well geared to initiate real changes and stimuli to

gun-control advocacies that have previously petered out in re-

actions from the NRA.

Secondly, Advocates for steeper gun-control have to strive

harder to explain to gun-lovers that by calling for greater gun-

control, they are not against the Second Amendment.

*************

Apart from campaigning

Apart from rallying

Apart from protesting

Apart from marching

Apart from shouting

Apart from chanting

The students shall be VOTING.

___________________________

SUPPORT
Politicians should grow some bawls

ExxonMobil and Tullow just like that man, de only differ-

ence is de man learning how to screw people. But dem oil com-

pany are experts. Dem deh long in de business. Dem been screw-

ing de world fuh years and de Guyana politicians couldn’t find

that out.

Now dem got de oil companies screwing dem, and every

man, woman and child in this country.

Wha dem boys want to tell dem politicians always remem-

ber if what you did yesterday still looks big to you, then you

haven’t done much today.

Remember dem oil contracts wha y’all sign, dem ain’t big

enough fuh hold we. Dem boys seh all it calls for is some bawls.

Talk half and hope dem men who authorize, support, ignore

and who sign de contracts, grow some bawls.

If the state media are financed
by taxpayers then why should
the government of the day
shut out opinions that the hi-
erarchy of the administration
doesn’t like?
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Int. Women’s Day: Reality or Rhetoric?

The 2018 Theme for International Women’s Day is

#PressforProgress. It is a call to address in order to reap suc-

cess. There is no need to have a party once a year, every day

should be International Women’s Day.

In 1910, at a conference of more than 100 women from

17 countries, Clara Zetkin, leader of the “women’s office” for

the German Social Democratic Party, tabled the idea of an In-

ternational Women’s Day (IWD).

It was her suggestion that every country should honor

women on one day, every year, to push for their demands. This

was agreed on, leading to the formation/birth of International

Women’s Day.

On March 19, 1911, IWD was celebrated for the first

time in Austria, Denmark, Germany and Switzerland. In 1913,

it was decided to transfer International Women’s Day to March

8, and it has remained on that day ever since.

The day was only recognized by the United Nations in

1975, but, ever since, a theme has been created, each year, for

the celebration. The celebration is not linked, in any way, with

any one specific group, but unites governments, women’s orga-

nizations, corporations and charities, and is celebrated, world-

wide, with arts performances, talks, marches, rallies, confer-

ences and networking events- while calling for gender equality.

International Women’s Day 2018, with its accompanying

#Press for Progress theme, comes rapidly on the heels of an

unparalleled global movement for equality and justice and

women’s rights. However, there has been a significant shift in

the meaning and relevance of the day.

Is it really a day for celebration of the sort we now see? In

my opinion, it is certainly not.

The day and date has shifted from being symbolic of the

struggle for women’s achievements and gender equality, to an

occurrence, where men are expected to display their recogni-

tion and gratefulness with fittingly “feminine” gifts.

Can International Women’s Day celebrate and empower

women, when it depends to a great extent on men? The answer

is obvious.

To further compound the issue, organizations and restau-

rants have also begun organizing events, in celebration of wom-

anhood, by providing good deals for women as a means of

attracting the females.

Currently, violence, discrimination and sexual harassment

have seized headlines and public discourse, all fueled by a rising

perseverance for overall change. As a consequence, on March

8, International Women’s Day, the tinted, rose-coloured spec-

tacles should be removed, allowing women to see what they do

not want to see, or have neglected to see: the other 364 days of

the year — reality; the truth of what is taking place, outside of

coffee catch-ups, wine and cheese sessions and champagne

drinking networking events.

The clarion has been sounded, March 8 is the day to step

back and reevaluate the present society, and those around us.

As women, we cannot press for progress if the path is not pre-

pared.

How can we press for change, without taking into consid-

eration our rapidly changing society?

While there has been considerable progress on women’s

issues, there still remain a great many that are unresolved. In

some countries, such as India, women run the risk of being raped

while looking for an area to defecate. A single day doesn’t pass

without someone committing violence against women.

Globally, we still remain surrounded by women who do

By: Yvonne Sam

not have the right to live, let alone the right to choose her outfit

for the day. While IWD is chiefly about celebrating the role of

women, it is also about crusading for change and then making

that change happen.

As women, we must take the necessary steps at changing

what takes place at the micro, macro and mezzo levels of soci-

ety. Change should first begin in the home, where children are

taught respect and love for each other, regardless of sex.

Notwithstanding, gender equality must also be taught in

the home for change to take place and for all to realize a just

and fair society. This is what International Women’s Day is all

about.
__________________________

Having worked in the upper echelons of companies with

over 100 years of experience, one of which has over 300 years,

it is surprising at how fast the administrations current and previ-

ous of our country is at presuming that they have all the an-

swers.

These companies I am referring to have unparalleled size

and experience vs. our economy. One is close to 17 times that

of our economy on an annual basis, and yet these companies

seek out advice and guidance for their sustainable growth.

It is unfortunate how a few inexperienced ministers in key posi-

tions can quickly have a negative long term impact on the future

of such a beautiful and promising nation. Slowing down and

taking the necessary steps to do things well is always the best

approach when you are still gaining the experience you need to

be effective.

This approach would have served the Sugar, Fish, Rice

and Oil Industries well. However there appears that a window

of opportunity to salvage the outcome of poor decision making

still exists and it is important that the correct people are in-

volved to ensure the job is done properly.

We must not continue to over leverage individuals with little

business and industrial experience especially if lacking it on a

global scale. Learning by doing is quite ok for small and me-

dium sized local entities however, when dealing at the national

level you are now in the international arena where only the best

rise above the others. This means being the best in multiple di-

mensions and the internal workings of the nation must be stellar

to compete effectively. It is evident that there is still a lot to do

within many of the ministries and urgent attention needs to be

given to these ministrieAvoiding an arrogant disposition and an

aggressive adversarial stance should be the  See page............9

There is an opportunity to
overcome some poor decisions

By: Jamil Changlee
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VVVVVoicing Concernsoicing Concernsoicing Concernsoicing Concernsoicing Concerns...............      Dr. Asquith Rose His legacy lives on
Failing Our Youths On February 23, thousands Guyanese celebrated Guyana’s

48thRepublic anniversary under the theme “Let’s Cooperate and

Celebrate Republic 48.” For many, it was not only an occasion

to celebrate, but also to reflect on the state of the country 48

years after it was declared the first Cooperative Republic in the

world by the late Forbes Burnham.

February 20 marked his 95th birth anniversary. As the ar-

chitect of the republic, his followers honour the legacy of Forbes

Burnham.  Forbes Burnham was a visionary leader who used

his skills and ornate speeches to whip up excitement when it

was flagging and gave inspiration where it was needed. He of-

fered hope to the hopeless and provided vision when it was

necessary.

He was courageous, immensely brilliant and genuinely pas-

sionate, but he was no saint. His ideals and ambitions to trans-

form Guyana into a Cooperative Republic claimed the admira-

tion of those who believed in him and the right to a free and

independent Guyana.

He was a patriotic leader, who has retained an amazingly

strong presence in the minds of many. His legacy lives on through

the continuing relevance of his transformative ideas; his

inspiring vision; his outstanding leadership and his ineffaceable

example of humble and selfless service to the nation.

He took over the leadership of Guyana at a critical time in the

midst of racial tension but delivered the nation with his grand

project of modernization which transformed the economy and

the lives of many for the better.

He was, by nature, plain-spoken, sometimes brutally hon-

est. Many disliked him for that trait. He did not suffer fools

gladly or had time for silliness. For him, greatness mattered but

humility mattered more. He was a leader who had faults and

made mistakes, and who allegedly rigged elections, but through

it all, he was a patriotic Guyanese who was never too aloof or

arrogant to offer advice to anyone.

A Fabian socialist, Burnham was wedded to a political phi-

losophy that emphasized equality and social justice for all. His

policies to feed, house and clothe the nation and redistribution

of the nation’s wealth were grounded in his belief to make the

small man a real man.

The great affection which his followers had for Burnham

was revealed in their overwhelming grief at his passing in 1985.

He made Guyanese feel good about themselves and their ability

to achieve greatness on the world stage despite the limitations

and small size of the country. He was a sincere leader.

Yet his detractors hated him with a passion so intense that

they supported every effort to topple his government. Walter

Rodney was the chief attacker. Rodney formed a political party

that pledged to bring about Burnham’s end. When Rodney died

in a bomb blast the fingers pointed to Burnham who denied any

involvement.

No one should forget the great risk of unpopularity he took

to fight for the rights of all Guyanese to become first class citi-

zens. Had it not been for his indomitable spirit, his remarkable

ability and his sterling qualities, the things he fearlessly fought

for would not have been achieved. Whether we agree with his

sentiments or his political ideology, we must acknowledge that

we are indebted to him. He was a transformative leader with a

vision for a better Guyana, but sadly, he did not live to see

the fulfillment of the things for which he stood or the ideals for

which he fought. Forbes Burnham was in our time, but he was

also ahead of his time. He was said to be a man for all seasons

and his legacy lives on.

In 1886, the US abolitionist Frederick Douglass said

“where justice is denied, where poverty is enforced, where ig-

norance prevails, and where any one class is made to feel, that

society is an organized conspiracy to oppress, rob and degrade

them, neither persons nor property will be safe.”

Violent crime and gun violence that has occurred in this

country over the last few years tell a sad story. During the 2002-

2008 crime wave, the country was precariously perched on the

edge of a cliff. People were afraid and many experienced in-

credible tragedy and life-altering trauma. Today, even with sev-

eral changes of government since that period, the fear has not

fully subsided.

The recent surge in crime has left many confused and scared

not only on the streets but also in their homes and at the work-

place. The painful incidence of murders and armed robberies

occasioned by gun violence have unsettled the nation and awak-

ened us to the reality that somewhere, our youths have taken a

wrong turn.

Our youths are feeling hopeless and helpless in a society

that they believe has abandoned them. Many have fallen by the

wayside due to joblessness and poverty, and are shooting from

the belly of poverty in order to survive.

The plight of youths has generally been neglected and shock-

ingly misunderstood by the ruling elite. The government is con-

tinuing like its predecessors to ignore the hardships, pain, suf-

fering and poverty being experienced by youths. There is now

greater uncertainty as a result of a string of broken promises

and a failing education system. Many have turned to crime as a

form of rebellion against authority and society.

The national discourse is filled with an abundance of choice

words including poverty, joblessness and crime that have stirred

immense concern that the country appears to be travelling in the

wrong direction. Guyana is at a crossroads and it has become

urgently necessary for the ruling administration to understand

that the forgotten youths are essentially rebelling against soci-

ety, which has turned its back on them.

Unless youths are given decent paying jobs and are re-

spected for their skills, the social well-being of the nation will be

in jeopardy. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. once said: “Law and

order exist for the purpose of establishing justice and when they

fail in this purpose they become the dangerously structured dams

that block the flow of social progress.”

As a people, we have to be firm in order to achieve the

progress that our forefathers and other pioneers had forecast.

We have to help our troubled youths to overcome their

tribulations that are being manifested in the gruesome forms of

crime such as murder, gang violence and armed robbery. The

government cannot continue to be oblivious or be in denial of

the socio-economic realities that have depressed youths across

the country, thus causing them to turn to crime and other illegal

activities.

At the same time, the government has to show genuine

concern and sympathy for the citizens who are reeling from the

crippling fear of the criminals, who continue to wreak havoc. It

is the consensus opinion of the citizenry that the cabinet has to

end the fear that has pervaded society. But for this to happen,

the government must provide hope to the youths, most of whom

are impressionable and would do anything possible, including

committing unspeakable criminal acts, in order to survive.

Let us not forget that the youth of a nation are the trustees

of its prosperity. Any nation that neglects its youth endangers its

future. We sincerely hope that this is not what awaits us.
The Christopher Columbus Myth -

By Guyanese-born Dr. Ivan Van Sertima
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‘Will-power is the key to success.
Successful people strive no matter what

they feel by applying their will to
overcome apathy, doubt or fear’

Harmon holds townhall meetings
By: Carlyle Harry

Minister of State in the Office of the President—Hon. Joe

Harmon held town hall meetings in Brooklyn, Queens and New

Jersey, during a recent North American visit.

Mr. Harmon was in New York to attend a United Nations

meeting on ‘protecting and preserving the jaguar’

The town hall meetings were assembled by the North

American Region of the PNC/R.

Minister Harmon in his opening remarks at the town hall

meetings, related the efforts that the APNU+AFC Government

was making amonh them were:

(a) to correct the misdeeds of the previous PPP/C Admin-

istration; and

(b) to satisfy the promises and undertakings that were made

to the Guyanese people during the 2015 general election cam-

paign.

The Minister gave examples of how the Government was

improving infrastructural development; was building structures;

and was taking steps to take health facilities, education and more

affordable housing to inhabitants of Guyana.

He also emphasized the seriousness with which President

David Granger and his Cabinet members were addressing an-

cillary topics like Security, crime, Air-Travel, sanitation and adult-

education so that persons could be trained and re-oriented to

take on new or changing occupational tasks.

Minister Harmon acknowledged that there was a need for

the Government to expand its Public-Relations’ activities in or-

der to keep Guyanese at home and abroad abreast of what the

Government was doing.

In conclusion, Mr. Harmon extended an invitation to inves-

tors to return to Guyana and get involved in the country’s pri-

vate sector.

After his initial presentation, Minister Harmon addressed

questions and comments that were posed to him by the respec-

tive audiences in New York and New Jersey.

The questions centered on:—

.. Traffic congestion;

.. The crime situation;

.. Unreliable airline transportation;

.. The status of the Guyana dollar;

.. The influx of foreigners to Guyana;

.. Controversies surrounding Exxon and the Republic’s oil

industry;

.. Training of personnel to take up jobs in the oil industry;

.. Prosecution of personnel from the previous administra-

tion;

.. Preparation for oil-spills;

.. Teacher-Training;

.. Taking care of children with mental-health challenges;

.. Conservation of Guyana’s lands and animals;   and

.. Preparations for future elections.

Prior to the Minister’s addresses, opening remarks were

given by NAR’s Chairman

The principal Officers of the North American Region of the

PNC/R (NAR) are Errol Lewis-Chairman; Beni Rayman-Sec-

retary; and Joycelyn Wilson-Treasurer.

(Continued from page.....7)   order of the day on  both sides of

parliament. Keeping such a divided house has allowed both

foreign and local predatory companies to take advantage of

our limited resources, as evident in some of the agreements that

have been pursued thus far.

It still amazes me that a country of this scale is still prone to

overspending, high levels of risk taking and clear disregard for

good long term actions that not only support but also foster

growth for many generations to come.

There is clearly a talent deficit that none of the administra-

tions have been able to address. Some may say that this is due

to a desire to pillage, and others may say that this is due prima-

rily to self-preservation and other positive thinkers are of the

hope that it is just due to a lack of proper guidance and training.

Thus spending of taxpayers’ money to develop and foster

talent growth in our economy continues to be a top priority as

reflected in the national budget of today.

There are several key areas that need to be clearly ad-

dressed and ethically embraced to correct and prevent further

pursuing a self-destructive path being taken by our government,

whether they are from one of the major political parties or a

new and upcoming one.

These are the following:

•  The clear reaffirmation and promotion of high moral stan-

dards and societal values such as Integrity, Respect, Top Qual-

ity, Loyalty to our Country and Unbiased Cooperation.

We are supposed to be the “Cooperative” Republic of

Guyana and this comrades is the basis upon which our local,

regional and central government have been structured. Some in

our society dislike the word comrade, yet when it comes to the

sharing of national wealth there is an expectation of a socialist

approach, that being an equality in the share of the riches.

We must take sharing with cooperation and this should be

done with a spirit of camaraderie (that being defined as a spirit

of friendship and community within a group). Our health care

system and education system is also rooted in this approach

and as a result even the less fortunate amongst us have ben-

efited from the limited resources we have in our country.

All of our presidents with one exception has been able to

grow and develop from their youth as a result of our limited

resources being available to the least amongst us.

•  Talent development of our limited human resources and their

utilization regardless of political affiliation, once the first crite-

rion is met (that being Integrity, Respect, Top Quality, Loyalty

to our Country and Unbiased Cooperation) continues to need

to be a top priority to be both pursued and embraced within all

levels of society and within our ministries and key institutions.

•  Being content with the good in the life we have and prevent-

ing greed for riches that destroy the environment and the

sustainability of our land must be paramount and clearly evi-

dent in how decisions are being made throughout the various

levels of government.

Repeating the bad habits of those from the past is not in

the spirit of continual improvement and should not be the ex-

pectation of a growing nation. At the time of Independence

Guyana was in its infancy, we should have learned to correct

those mistakes over the years. As the Guyanese saying goes

“better late than never”.

This is the spirit in which we must approach our daily un-

dertakings and decision making when    See page.....................10

There is an opportunity to over-
come some poor decisions
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Fires and their displacement potential
By: Adam Harris

There were three fires this past week, and while it is not

unusual for Guyana to experience fires, it is unusual for there to

be so many in different parts of the city almost simultaneously.

The most devastating was the first that occurred in Pike Street,

Kitty.

That fire destroyed four homes and left behind some heart-

wrenching images. I saw a little girl become hysterical when she

realized the effect of the fire. I looked at the video and I felt

very emotional. There was this little girl crying and asking her

mother about the future.

“Mommy, wha we gun do? When we gun sleep? How I

gun go to school?” the child asked before becoming hysterical.

To compound the issue, she had to watch the destruction.

Then there was this boy who could only stand and cry. It

took Minister Simona Broomes to comfort him and take him to

her home. She later said that the child should not be made to

stand and watch the horror of losing his home.

Fires have to start somewhere and for some reason. In this

case I learnt that the fire started at a location where the occu-

pants use drugs, steal electricity and just about every other

amenity. It is believed that one drug user, caught up in his activ-

ity, started the fire.

Had the blaze been confined to one house-drug house, the

situation would have been acceptable. But there it was that the

blaze roused so many others from their needed sleep, then pro-

ceeded to destroy the location where they had been sleeping.

People in the neighbourhood said that they repeatedly con-

tacted the police about the situation, but the police have no

power of eviction. They can hope to conduct raids and dis-

cover the drugs. But even here, the people contended that there

were members of the police force who visited the location for

anything other than for legal purposes.

The other fires did leave people homeless, two of them

elderly people. That fire was believed to be electrical in origin.

I am unsure what caused the third. What I do know is that the

latter fires were confined to the location where they started.

Many of us are not keen on insurance, so that when fire

strikes we lose everything and are hard pressed to replace them.

I remember one case of a woman reporting that the fire claimed

everything that she ever worked for. I remember her saying that

her home had everything.

There is no one who could say that they are not scared of

fires. Most of us have seen the devastating effects. There was

one fire at a location near to La Parfaite Harmonie. This teacher

had to travel to the city, thus leaving some children home. She

returned home to see the house ablaze and some children trapped

inside.

Then there is the case of the man on the Essequibo Coast

whose partner decided that she had had enough of the violent

relationship, so she opted to move on. This man followed her to

her new location and tossed an incendiary device on the bed in

which she was sleeping. This woman is still in hospital, badly

disfigured at 17.

There was another case in Sophia where a man torched

the home, forcing some people to jump through the window to

escape. He escaped, but was eventually caught. Sadly, we re-

porters do not follow up on such matters, so I cannot talk about

the outcome.

I live in a wooden home and I take every precaution to

preserve it. Above all, I have insured the property. I remember

teaching my children about the use of matches and about fires.

When one of my daughters was about a year old, certainly

younger than two, like children, she would reach out to any-

thing attractive, and fires are indeed attractive.

I would say to her, “Hot.” Initially that meant nothing to

her, so I let her touch one of the incandescent bulbs in the home

and said, “Hot.” She repeated the word and immediately made

the connection between the spoken word and its meaning. She

does not remember the incident, but she knows what hot is.

Years later she was one of the most cautious persons light-

ing the stove. It was the same with my other children. They are

adults today and they certainly do not play with fire. And so it

was that when I taught, I ensured that there were fire drills at

the school.

In this country we all want somewhere to rest our heads, a

place to call home. The effect of losing that comfort cannot be

explained. Being displaced is one of the worst things that can

happen to an individual. I can associate with the plight of the

refugees. In some countries, they leave their homes in droves

seeking to preserve their lives. That must be a horrible decision

to make.

And so we have the Venezuelans coming across the bor-

ders. Indeed we are a poor country, but there was a time when

we ran to just about every country that would accept us. It is

our turn to be kind to the refugees. We cannot set up the large

camps as in some countries, so fortunately those who come

make their own way, as we did when we went to those coun-

tries.

The courts must act on cases of illegal entry, but I believe

that at this time we must exercise some leniency. One official in

Region One actually complained about the rapid depletion of

drugs because of the Venezuelans. Such is life. At this time I am

certain we can afford the extra quota of pharmaceuticals.

Thankfully, we are not a war-ravaged country and our

people have to flee to lands unknown. But we do impose hard-

ships on ourselves, as was the case of the fire that destroyed

those homes in Pike Street, Kitty.

(Continued from page.......9)  looking toward the future and our

sustainable development.

So my friends it is never too late to have a serious discus-

sion with our business partners and suppliers concerning op-

portunities to improve. Without our land being healthy it will

become more expensive and difficult to maintain personal good

health and without good health there are limited opportunities

to add to the good in the life we have.

The USA is an example of this, where the cost of health

care dominates their budget, which they continue to struggle to

correct. We as a Nation are at a major decision point in our

history and have an opportunity to chart a different path for our

future. Do not let fools gold and foolish decisions take us down

the wrong road.

There is an opportunity to over-
come some poor decisions

_______________________

Guyana’s 52nd Independence celebration in

New York from May 20, June 3-10, 2018
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Thousands in DC for student march

“Everyone has the right to a standard

of living- adequate for the health of

himself and of his family.....”

 "Emancipate yourself from mental slavery,"

because "None but ourselves can free our minds"

Much has been done in Guyana since 2015
but passed unnoticed by many people...

Minister of Social Cohesion is interested
in ‘on the ground’ approach to developing

National Unity.

(Continued from cover page) getting support from either political

party was difficult, and the National Rifle Association was still

the goliath it is today. Over the years, the NRA has successfully

slowed and dismantled gun-control efforts it said would hurt

the 2nd Amendment and gun owners across the U.S.

The group filed a lawsuit in Florida shortly after the state

passed a sweeping bill after the Parkland shooting. It included

gun-control measures, including increasing the age to 21 to pur-

chase firearms.

The NRA said

the move violated the

constitutional rights of

millions of 18- to 20-

year olds and called

it “political eye-

wash.”

Aborn says the

Parkland students are

resilient and have grit,

noting that the group has all the elements of a successful move-

ment. But, he says, they must remain focused on the local level

and the cities where members of Congress are from, which can

help thrust the issue into the spotlight of this year’s elections. 

He said while the march in D.C. will capture headlines, its

local effort that could lead to meaningful change. He added one

of the keys will be making gun control a vote-changing issue for

Americans and the younger generation. Only then, he said, will

there be sweeping changes on policies. 

“What happens with movements like this is you get great

peaks of enthusiasm, then it dissipates,” he said. “You have to

keep up the pressure and also keep things active at the local

level with very specific goals, then you have to publicize all the

wins, whether it’s a key vote or successful efforts in a small

town.”

Those small wins help keep up spirits and continue drudg-

ing forward because it’s going to be a long and tough road be-

fore there are key shifts in the gun-control debate, said Meira

Levinson, a Harvard University education professor who fo-

cuses on youth empowerment and civic education. 

She added the Parkland students seem to have a really

good shot at a sustained campaign because the children are

diverse and joining forces with others.

“Everyone can recognize themselves in these kids, and that

is really crossing boundaries,” Levinson said. 

While some movements don’t stand the test of time, oth-

ers have proved prevalent over the years. The Black Lives

Matter movement was started after George Zimmerman, a neigh-

borhood watchman, shot and killed 17-year-old Trayvon Mar-

tin, who was unarmed, in 2012. 

The group has continued to fight against racial inequality

and call for justice after the deaths of unarmed black men over

the years, notably with massive protests after the deaths of

Freddie Gray, Eric Garner and Michael Brown. 

The group continues to make headlines and held large pro-

tests in Sacramento, Calif. this week after officers shot and killed

an unarmed black man in his grandparents’ backyard. The pro-

tests caught nationwide attention and delayed

a Sacramento Kings basketball game on Thursday. 

Parkland teens have voiced their support for the Black

Lives Matter movement and also met with students in Chicago,

a city plagued by gun violence for years. Parkland students say

they all want the same thing: an end to gun violence. 

The #NeverAgain organizers also have worked with the

Women’s March organization, which held rallies around the

world to protest President Trump’s first day in office. 

Women’s March organizers said after the march in 2017,

which drew millions, they were faced with a lot of decisions and

had to ask themselves whether this was just a march or some-

thing they were committed to making into a bigger movement.  

Bob Bland, a co-

president for the orga-

nization, said they

quickly realized this

could be a “golden op-

portunity.” The group

helped coordinate

with local groups and

provided tool kits and

goals to help them suc-

cessfully organize

around issues affecting communities across the U.S., something

that could be useful for the Florida students. 

Bland said they used the energy from the first march and

created a list of 10 actions over the first 100 days of the Trump

Administration, which included members organizing a post-card

writing campaign to senators and additional protests.

They decided against solely focusing on issues like repro-

ductive rights and targeted immigration, climate change and ra-

cial inequality. The organization’s youth arm helped coordinate

nationwide walkouts earlier this month in coordination with the

#NeverAgain movement.

There were issues, though, as some women differed on

where they wanted the movement to go and instead wanted to

focus on women winning elections.

“When you’re dealing with a mass movement and people

are organizing in millions, not everyone is going to agree,” Bland

said, adding there were plenty of issues while trying to start

their campaign.

She said while the students in Parkland can learn from other

movements and others who have successfully created societal

changes, “a lot of us adults are being inspired by them.”

“They should continue to play at their strengths and not try

to be like the others before them,” Bland said. “These students

have something really special and are leaders unlike what we’ve

seen for decades.”

Last Thursday, March 22nd
2018, marked the 100th birth
anniversary of Dr. Cheddi
Jagan, late President of
Guyana. The occasion was ob-
served in several countries
where large numbers of
Guyanese reside.

Dr. Cheddi Jagan
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Will our political Leaders fail to
inspire the nation and not capitalize

on a progressive era for guyana

Guyana can no longer be held ransom by GuySuCo
By: Intiaz Mohammed

There is no doubt we are sailing into uncharted waters in

Guyana. There is a new Government, yes, a new one.

Systems are being changed. Mistakes are being made. And

of course, we cannot discount the impact of oil and the sugar

industry…the developments, that is.

Oil has brought a whirlwind of debate of the likes we have

never seen. People are seeing the future and they want to live

the good life. We can never be happy with this oil deal as it is

very clear now we failed in our negotiations to ensure that the

best possible arrangements were made.

As we continue to pay keen attention to oil, on another front

Guyanese are dealing with another major change- sugar.

Yes, for some critics, this Coalition Government is doing the

unthinkable. They are prepared, at what could surely be a po-

litical cost, to bite the proverbial bullet and deal with the fallouts

of having a profitable sugar industry.

Nobody can argue the impact of sugar in Guyana. But the

writing was on the wall since in the 90s. There were recom-

mendations made, if history teaches us right, to close a number

of sugar estates.

Of course, former President Cheddi Jagan was dead set

against such a suicidal move.

Fast forward to 2009, the Bharrat Jagdeo administration

plunged headlong into a new factory and what is supposed to

be an expanded Skeldon Estate.

That went horribly wrong. In addition to migration from

Guyana, GuySuCo had to contend with price cuts of more than

35 percent in its biggest market in Europe.

Workers were finding other jobs and GuySuCo wanted

monies for retooling.

With a problematic Skeldon under-performing and sucking

monies from GuySuCo, draining its reserves, it all went down-

hill from there.

Today, despite billions of dollars in bailouts, much to the

detriment of Guyana, GuySuCo is floundering. It is on the last

gasp. It did not happen under this administration. It started the

haemorrhaging long before.

Yes, the Granger administration knew the risks. The sugar

communities were mainly supporters of the PPP.

There is no business in the world that will produce three or

four times what is selling for.

The board of directors would have been sacked long ago.

Jagdeo and Donald Ramotar could not do it. And there is little

this government could have done to turn the fortunes around.

The configuration had to change- It is against this background

that this administration took on what would be an unpopular

decision to change things.

There were seven estates. Last year, we learnt that over

$32B was plunged into GuySuCo since the Coalition took of-

fice.

One would wonder why they would want to continue the

same thing.

On one hand, we are losing billions from a company. On the

other, we are being forced to give up a large chunk of our for-

eign exchange that comes from sugar exports.

The closure of four estates- Wales, Rose Hall, Skeldon and

Enmore- and placing them in the Special Purpose Unit (SPU)

hands and hiring Colvin Heath-London was part of the pro-

cess.

Heath-London appears to have significant experience in sugar

across the region and further afield.

This administration has to ensure that four estates remain

operational until buyers are found.

For GuySuCo to shutter the estates befuddles the mind.

I have tremendous respect for Professor Clive Thomas but

it is clear he is out of his depth here at GuySuCo.

With reports that the Cabinet has approved a new board

two weeks ago, there is still a place for keeping the good old

professor. He has ideas. He should be an advisor to the new

board.

SPU will do well to get those estates open early- At least a

few jobs will be created.

I believe people are worried. Go down to the countryside

and hear the folks. Yes, we were seeing only over 60 percent in

workers’ turnout in GuySuCo. It contributed to the downfall.

But every job created could be one less family on the breadline.

The unions have to understand that we have to meet half-

way. The rules of engagement have changed.

GuySuCo is under a different configuration. It will be tight.

We have to ensure that procurement is watched and fixed at

GuySuCo and no more inflated prices paid to families and friends

of people there.

We have to look at mechanization. Hard word. But needed,

nonetheless.

We have to look at value-added, molasses and getting rid of

lands and other inventories that are no use.

The time is now!

(Continued from page......2)  make their selections. They were made

for them by Jagdeo and Ramotar.

Now the ruling party is doing the same thing. The PSC

sent its name to be on the new UG Council. The government

identified a person of the government’s choice. The PSC made

a fuss about that. It said in the past it was allowed to make its

choice. But Jagdeo and Ramotar allowed that because the PSC

behaved like a PPP appendage and its nominee to the UG Coun-

cil never had an independent mind or care about political inter-

ference. He/she went through the motion of endorsing what the

PPP kings and queens did on the UG Council. Now history has

come back to haunt the PSC.

The most decent and sensible thing for the PSC and all

stakeholders to have insisted in those days was sending repre-

sentatives that owed loyalty to Guyana and the principles of life.

Interesting to note that this same PSC has never, I repeat, never

uttered one word in support of two term limits after it was tested

in court. The PSC may think that Jagdeo is coming back. It had

better stop fantasizing.

Only idiots do not know things come
back to haunt you

During Black History MonthDuring Black History MonthDuring Black History MonthDuring Black History MonthDuring Black History Month
people should make a commitment topeople should make a commitment topeople should make a commitment topeople should make a commitment topeople should make a commitment to
engage in historical thinking…engage in historical thinking…engage in historical thinking…engage in historical thinking…engage in historical thinking…
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Extraordinary people
survive under the most
terrible circumstance

and they become more
extraordinary due to it.

       NOTHING

It is important to
emphasize that Suicide
cannot be considered in

isolation. Instead,
the solution requires a

collaborative and
broader approach...

THE ABSENCE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS MAKES CLAIMS OF DEMOCRACY IN GUYANA A BIG GIMMICK

NOTHING LESS WILL SUFFICE UNTIL THERE IS A REVOLUTION OF VALUES
 AND A MORE RADICAL RELOCATING OF POWER TO THE DISPOSSESSED

A Crisis of
Child Abuse in

Guyana

UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

CSJAD: Catalyst For Authentic Political Discourse

SATURDAY, APRIL 14th

The Centre for Social Justice and Development Inc: Working

Breakfast for Guyanese community leaders from the TRI-State

Area. For info. Call Penny: 646-894-4237 or Tony: 978-382-9459;

SATURDAY, APRIL 14th

St. Stanislaus College Alumni- Toronto: Annual Spring Dinner &

Dance. From: 7:00 pm to 1:00 am. At: West Rouge Community

Centre. Music by: Victor Shim & The Surefire Band and Dj Get

Busy. For more info. Call Rupert at 416-298-8888;

SUNDAY, APRIL 15th

GUYDA: 2nd Annual Spring Variety Concert- an evening of song

and dance. At: Cristo Rey B/klyn High School- 710E 37th Street,

B/klyn. Time: 5 pm to 8:00 pm. Donation: $20.Call: 516-662-6109;

SUNDAY, MAY 6th

GCAM: Tea Party with a flair. Chic Hat Parade, Teacup Com-

petition, Kiddies Fashion Show etc. At: Centre Communautaire

St. Raymond- 5600 rue Upper Lachine. Tickets: $25. For more

info Call: 514-969-7416 or 514-365-1198;

SUNDAY, MAY 13th

GEMS Int. Cultural Assoc. Inc: 5th Mother’s Day Brunch, ‘Hats

Off’ ft. Jay Harmony. At: Sts Peter & Paul Banquet Hall- 231

Milner Ave. Scarborough. From: 1:30 p.m. Music by Dj Dale.

Ticket info. Call: Charlene at 647-895-0795 or GT 416-751-2461;

SATURDAY, MAY 19th

Linden Fund USA: Annual Breakfast Social, from 8:00 am-12 N.

At Woodbine Social Club, B/klyn, NY. A cultural show of dance

performances and a line-up of gospel, contemporary, and folk

songs. Adults: $25, Kids: $10. Call: Sammy at 646-831-1759.

Guliana Jacobs-Moses

SUNRISE
09-06-1961

SUNSET
02-03-2018

‘Working Breakfast’

Centre for Social Justice and Development Inc.

invites your Organization

Email: guyanacjad@yahoo.com
FB: https://www.facebook.com/gtcsjad
 Website: https://sites.google.com/site/

centresocialdevelopment

For more information Call:

Derrick Arjune: 347-683-2598;
Penny Lambert: 646-894-4237;

Tony Jones: 978-382-9459

ON: Saturday, April 14th
TIME: 9:00 a.m to 1:00 p.m.
VENUE: New Life Center for Truth

to a

 2400 Snyder Avenue, B/klyn,
             (Between Bedford & Rogers)




